
Sr. No. Title Description Genre Version Size In Mb I Con Preview Feature

1 55 Seconds

How long can you dodge the clock pointer? Click on 

the clock in order to change the ball direction. What 

is your high score?

Action HTML5 908 kb

1) The best avoiding game.

2) Action games for kids.

3) Touch and Mouse support.

2 Auto Platformer Auto platformer is tab jumping game. Arcade HTML5 983 kb

1) Auto platformer is tab jumping game.

2) Touch control available.

3) All platform game.

4) Editable Levels and Clean Code.

3 Avoider
Don't get arrows in your knee, just keep away from 

them then you will get higher score!
Action HTML5 3.52

1) Best Avoiding game.

2) Multi Platform game.

3) Touch and Mouse support.

4 Babel 

Build your own Tower of Babel! Object in this fun 

skill game is to build the tallest structure in the 

world. Place each block carefully and stack the levels 

higher and higher. Make sure to be as accurate as 

possible and beat the high score!

Arcade HTML5 1.05

1) Unlimited gameplay

2) Towers are more challenging to place as they get higher.

3) Extremely simple game controls. 

4) Variety of tools such as Reverse, Repeat, Insurance, and 

Double Coins

5) Beautiful graphics and ancient greek theme.

5 Ball Physic Game
An addictive Physic games with 20 level, objective of 

the game is to hit the ball to basket to clear the level 
Puzzle HTML5 6.75

1) Ball game is a physics base strategy game                       2) 

Global score submission.

3) Challenge your friends to beat your record.

4) Ultimate Physics engine for realistic game play.

5) Addictive and tricky Stunt ball game.

6) Absolutely new theme of ball games.

7) Multiple level with different obstacles.

6 Bird Copter

Fly high like a bird , thought our swinging bird, but 

there are so many barriers on its way. It needs your 

help in guiding it to reach newer heights.

Arcade HTML5 650 kb

1) Much more addictive.

2) Better graphics.

3) With just one touch you will be able to swing the bird.
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7 Block Tower

You're in the Block Tower, an endless tower where 

blocks falls all the time! Take the crystals. Don't let 

the blocks fall on your head!

Arcade HTML5 1.27

1) Multi Platform Game.

2) Challenge is to collect more gems.

3) Avoid falling stones to survive.

8 Bottle blast

Simple and fun bottle blasting games

Objective of the games is to blast all the bottle 

before the times runs outs

Puzzle HTML5 3.73

1) Aim to target – bottle 

2) Photo-realistic bottles 

3) Realistic sound of broken glass 

4) Realistic sound of bombs 

5) Variety of levels

9 Bubble Blow
Use your bubble blower to guide the bubbles to the 

path.
Arcade HTML5 1.28

1) Touch or click on screen to blow the bubbles.

2) Directs the bubbles to the right side of the screen.

10 Cat Reaction

Cat Reaction is a reaction game where the user has 

to be fast and patient. You've only to click the cat 

only when the tongue is out.

Casual HTML5 2.41

1) The addictive game.

2) To be remain patient and fast.

11 CatJump

The little cat has to jump from level to level to 

achieve the greatest possible distance, avoiding 

obstacles and dangers.

Arcade HTML5 2.99

1) Highly Adventurous  Game.

2) Available for Various platforms.

12 Chain
Endless number of squares on the screen . This you 

specify which need to touch the two sides . 
Arcade HTML5 8.87

1) Easily Editable.

2) Mouse and Touch Control.

3) Progressive gameplay (getting harder each level) 

4) Playable in all platforms.

5) Responsive Minimal Design.

13 Chopman

Become a Timberman, chop wood and avoid the 

branches. Sounds like an easy task? It's easy to play 

but hard to master. Master your skills for the top 

records on the leaderboards.

Arcade HTML5 1.55

1) Variable environments.

2) Many  chopman to unlock. 

3) Master your skills for the top records on the 

leaderboards.

4) Multi Platform Game.

14 Dark Village

Kill every zombie or prepare to die. This Town is 

separated from the outside world, This people live 

peacefully and harmoniously, They don't like 

interference from outside world but suddenly things 

began to change people were started missing one by 

one people where dying no one survive,only dead 

bodies were found.

Action HTML5 16.9

1) Dark Village is a zombie shoot out game.                              

2) Help people by eliminating zombies, in various levels.                                                                                                   

3) Multi platform game.
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15 Dingo the dragon

Dragon Land is overtaken by biggie the Evil dragon , 

No body survive but dingo the baby.

Take Dingo to adventure trip in his quest to kill biggie 

the dragon

Action HTML5 8.49

1) Adventure game in quest to kill biggie the dragon.

2) Multi Platform game.

16 Duet Touch Right or Left,And make the ball safe. Arcade HTML5 3.12

1) Touch & Mouse

2) Construct2 File included

3) Anroid & Ios support

4) Sound Fx

5) Resolution 1280 x720

6) AdmobAds Supported

17 Fast Desription Not Available Arcade HTML10 1.17 Not Available

18 Fighter Aircraft

Conquer the desert land, destroy other aircrafts and 

achieve high score in this fun and challenging 

shooter game, Fighter Aircraft!

Action HTML5 6.39

1) Difficulty increases gradually with each level.

2) 5 lives.

3) Unique fighter planes.

4) Auto fire.

19 Fire Station Park

Fire Station Park is a simple and fun 'Slide the Blocks' 

puzzle game. The aim of the game is solving the 

puzzle and sliding the main fire truck out of the Fire 

Station with as fast as possible.

Puzzle HTML5 1.17

1) Sequential –thinking games for impulsive brains.

2) Highly Addictive.

3) Most popular sliding block puzzle game.

4) Many levels to solve.

20 Flap 360 Tap for the bird to go up, release to go down. Arcade HTML5 1.04

1) Easy One touch control.

2) 360 endless track with dynamic random obstacles.

3) Optimized for a wide range of phones and tablets.

4) Highly Addictive.

21 Flapcat

Help the cat FlapCat to go through challenges that 

are super difficult. The game has steampunk setting, 

vibrant colors and counting score.

Action HTML5 1.64

1) High Definition 720 x 1280 px.

2) Touch and Mouse.

3) All platforms – Desktop and Mobile.

4) Made in Construct 2.

5) Highly addictive infinite Levels.

22 Fruit Slicer 
Slice fruit by your finger and enjoy fruit juice! Fruit 

Slicer can be a good exercise for the brain's ability.
Casual HTML5 1.1

1) Game contains 4 game modes.

2) Cute UI & cool animation effects.

3) Every fruit have different scores.

4) Support all screen sizes.

5) Improve memory capacity and ability to concentrate.
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23 Ghost Fall
Ghost Fall is a fun infinite falling style game. Fall with 

caution and dont let the Ghost touch on the spikes!
Action HTML5 5.2

1) C2 project file.

2) Touch control.

3) Infinite Falling System.

4) Layouted PNG.

5) HD Resolution.

24 Hanuman Return

When Lakshmana is severely wounded during the 

battle against Ravana, Hanuman is sent to fetch the 

Sanjivani,a powerful life-restoring herb, from 

Dronagiri mountain in the Himalayas, to revive him

Adventure HTML5 13.9

1) Shows the character as a mythological super hero.

2) 9 Level epic action and adventures game.

3) Multi platform base game.

4) Fast-paced and packed with smashing animation.

25 Hanuman Ultimate
to search for Princess Sita...which take him to the 

Lanka...
Adventure HTML5 13.4

1) Shows the character as a mythological super hero.

2) Multi platform base game.

3) Fast-paced and packed with smashing animation.

26 Jewel Crush
The new match 3 puzzle game for you match and 

detonate as many gems as you can.
Arcade HTML5 1.14

1) Colourful Basic match combination.

2) All platform Support.

3) Mouse and Touch.

4) Simple Game - more you can crush more you score.

27 Jewels Match

Align colorful, dazzling jewels and break them out of 

their sturdy gold boxes in this relaxing and 

mesmerizing matching game.

Arcade HTML5 3.97

1) This mesmerizing game will make you a hammer-

wielding.

2) The 150 levels will keep you coming back

3) Two difficulty settings.

28 Jump Guy

Control a little fella and reach the goal! The faster 

you are, the more stars you will get. Overcome the 

abyss and different gaps.

Action HTML5 1.7

1) 32 Level fun games.

2) Works on Tablet and mobile phone also.

3) Touch and Mouse controls.

4) HD Resolution.

5) C2 Project files.

29 Jumpers Desription Not Available Arcade HTML16 1.51 Not Available

30 Let Them Fall

Two match men in the wall between the shuttle back 

and forth. To avoid the obstacle on the wall with the 

speed of Game.  Players have to move more quickly 

to match people and get high marks. 

Action HTML5 1.51

1) Multi Platform Game.

2) Open full screen for best user experience.

3) Challenging game that requires multitasking capability.

4) Available in Multi Language.
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31 Litle Big Runner

You are in the monster land and are being chased by 

a big monster. As if it was not enough, you will have 

several obstacles on your way, like little monsters, 

boxes and spikes. Run for your life! The game central 

mechanic is the ability to grow and shrink. So you 

have to toggle between the little and big form to 

pass through the obstacles.

Action HTML5 600 kb

1) Endless runner arcade game with a twist. 

2) Mouse and Touch available.

3) Can play in both desktop and mobile devices.

4) Online leaderboards.

5) A tutorial thats also is a intro for the narrative.

32 Mathrush

Test your math skills on this frenetic game! Keep 

your mind healthy, test your mental math and 

exercise your brain!

Puzzle HTML5 6.46

1) Educational game having combination of game and math.

2) Math Rush will also improve memory, creates more 

interest.

33 Mission Terror

Mission Terror Games has total 9 level each with 

unique mission. your mission to ends Terrorists 

Activity,they may run they may hide, some time in 

desert sometime in jungle find them and kill them 

before they kill you.

Adventure HTML5 11.1

1) High Action Game.

2) Multi level game with various terrains.

3) Multi Platform Game.

4) Game will start from where you left.

34 Mole Smash
Get rid of these moles out of your farm by smashing 

their heads!
Action HTML5 4.98

1) Multi Platform Game.

2) Endless Mode.

3) Fun and challenging game based on that classic 'Whack a 

Mole'!

35 Ninja Blocker

Ninja Blocker is a simple but super addictive and fun 

action game. Tap the screen to jump. Tap the left or 

right screen to make the ninja face projectiles and 

get high scores. Don't let the projectiles hurt your 

back!

Action HTML5 1.95

1) Ninja Blocker is a super addictive action game.

2) Multi Platform Game, works on Tablet and mobile phone 

also.

3) Touch and Mouse controls.

4) HD Resolution.

36 ParKing

You will drive a speeding sedan through challenging 

parking lots. Steer around targets, curbs, and other 

barriers in your path. You must align the vehicle 

perfectly to advance.

Arcade HTML5 1.41

1) Construct2 Engine.

2) Easily Editable.

3) 12 Level Game.

4) It runs smooth on my phones and other devices.

5) Good Graphics and smooth control.

37 Parking Boom

Parking Boom is a fun physics game where you have 

to launch your car to reach to the parking lot. Let 

your car fly, destroy other cars and have fun!

Arcade HTML5 3.87

1) Touch&Mouse

2) Offline Storage

3) Construct2 File included

4) All platforms

5) Resulotion 1024*768

38 Path Take care of the ball, don't let your life run out. Arcade HTML5 6.54

1) Infinite Gameplay

2) Responsive

3) Including Constuct 2 file (.capx – all source)

4) Leaderboard

5) Both HTML5 & Mobile – 2 source codes for 2 different 

platforms.
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39 Pinball Rush Letf or Right to the paddle, collect the point. Arcade HTML5 1.88

1) Infinite Gameplay

2) Responsive

3) Including Constuct 2 file (.capx – all source)

4) Leaderboard

5) Both HTML5 & Mobile – 2 source codes for 2 different 

platforms.

40 Rock Paper Scissor

Rock-paper-scissors is a zero sum hand game usually 

played between two people, in which each player 

simultaneously forms one of three shapes with an 

outstretched hand.

Puzzle HTML5 2.47

1) Rock-paper-scissors is a zero sum hand game.

2) A player must vary his attacks.

3) The game has only three possible outcomes.

4) The end strategy of a simple Rock Paper Scissors game is 

to be random and fast.

5) Touch or Mouse capabilities.

41 Rose Dash

Rose Dash is a fun arcade game in oldschool style! 

There are four playable characters and you need to 

collect coins to unlock them all.

Action HTML5 23.7

1) Made in Construct 2.

2) Touch and Mouse controls.

3) Including Arts ! PNG and PSD.

4) Share Buttons.

5) All Platforms.

42 Sling Birds

Shot your bird then fly! You have up to 4 birds to 

shot! Enjoy the best of two worlds in terms of 

gameplay!

Action HTML5 2.99

1) Multi Platform Game.

2) Mouse and Touch Control.

3) Slow Game speed.

4) Different in this ocean of Flappy clones.

43 Star Rocket 

Pilot a rocket with simple touch taps. Grab stars and 

dodge missiles. It has a combo system to multiply 

your score.

Arcade HTML5 507 kb

1) Rocket to Fly, Simple Tap.

2) Multi platform.

3) Leaderboard.

44 Tapball

Tap Ball! is a simple tap skill game that requires 

speed, attention and precision. Tap the screen to 

make the ball jump, avoid the moving obstacles and 

reach the highest as you can!

Acrade HTML5 2.33

1) Very addictive.

2) Multi Platform.

3) Endless Level.

45 Terror Strike

Objective of the games is to protect the Territory 

from the attack of Militant. Enter into the militant 

area and destroy them. Tap on the Militant to make 

it bleed and destroy them The faster you hit them 

the more your chance of killing them.

Action HTML5 13.5

1) Faster you hit more chance to win.

2) Total 7 level of play.

3) Choice of multiple weapons.

4) Unique types of missions.

5) Difficulty increases gradually with each level.

46 Two Cars

Drive two cars at the same time in this fun endless 

runner game! Control the red car and the blue car at 

the same time

Racing HTML5 1.74

1) Mouse or touch control

2) Work on all HTML5 browser and mobile devices

3) Included Construct 2 file

4) Ability to use C2 Free Version since it has less than 100 

events.
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47 Woodslide

Wood Slide is a Slide Puzzle game with 45 levels and 

a minimal design. Swipe to slide blocks out of the 

way to create a path to slide the green block to the 

exit.

Action HTML5 3.02

1) Fun game for kids and adults.

2) Very addictive in nature.

3) 45 levels.

4) The difficulty level increases with every level.

5) Can play on any device. 

48 Zombie Slayer Viking
There are a horde of zombies ahead! You have to kill 

them all with your axe.
Action HTML5 9.17 Not Available

49 Zombie Smasher

It is a hilarious and fun game in which you need to 

kill zombies by squishing them with your fingers. 

Hoards of undead rush down from the top of the 

screen and you must stop them reaching the bottom 

by tapping them. it gets increasingly difficult to pass 

to the next stage.

Action HTML6 3.02

1) Hugely enjoyable to play

2) Fun graphics

3) Lots of levels

4) Range of different weird and wonderful zombies

50 Zombie Unleashed

The Zombies Unleashed deck draws on the power of 

the grave to send your opponents to theirs. Every 

card in this deck is a Zombie, a card that helps 

Zombies, or a card that needs Zombies to function. 

Together they create a lethal synergy.

Action HTML5 7.2

1) 5 stages to play

2) Choose from multiple weapons

3) Unique types of zombie

4) Difficulty increases gradually with each level
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